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Mark Wilson’s Message
Mark Wilson, CEO

Welcome to our November Issue of the Wellspring Newsletter.
One look at this months’ newsletter demonstrates what a
vibrant and dynamic community of practice we are. My sincere
thanks to everyone for their brilliant contributions.

If we are to be our best for the young
people in our care and for one another
as colleagues we have to learn.
Continually. Always.
The world does not stop. So we cannot afford to stop
learning, even for an instant. Our newsletter serves a really
important purpose – that of connecting us.
Through the newsletter we can see what’s going on in
other settings. That allows us to take pride in what one
another is doing, to celebrate ideas with one another and –
crucially to learn from one anothers’ ideas and practice as
this can help us to enhance our own.

Our young people and colleagues
deserve the very best. That means that
they deserve the very best of us. The
best way that we can guarantee that is
to continually learn; with one another,
for one another.
Have a brilliant day and enjoy the newsletter

The world does not
stop. So we cannot
afford to stop learning,
even for an instant.
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BA Inclusive Practice in Education
By Leeds Beckett University

The BA Inclusive Practice in Education
(Accelerated Degree) is up and running
and open for recruitment.

Further information
regarding the
course visit:
https://courses.
leedsbeckett.ac.uk/
inclusive-practice-ineducation-accelerateddegree/#year1

Designed for colleagues working within the Alternative/
PRU Sector who don’t yet have a degree, the BA
Inclusive Practice degree is accelerated to only 2 years
instead of 3 which reduces cost and time. The timetable
is planned to fit in around most work schedules with
teaching blocks on a single day per week. The Degree
offers recognition of prior learning.
The course content has been designed to provide
specialist teaching on topics such as language and
culture, mental health, policy and global perspectives
and will include teaching from internationally renowned
Academics such as Prof Jonathan Glazzard as well as
people currently working in AP.

The degree was co-designed with
the sector, it will ensure that theory
is always placed within practice and
that learning will always contribute
directly to settings.

Previous
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Vote Weatherill
By Callum Weatherill, Joseph Norton Academy

Previous

School Cuts
Our campaign looks to highlight the consistent real term
cuts to education, health and social care funding, which
have led to a decimation of services for children and young
people and a reduction in support staff jobs in schools.
We must continue to demand more funding for education.
#ValueEducation
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The Education Union
The Union’s greatest strength is the representation of all
staff groups working in education. Support staff should
be a pivotal part of workplaces, districts, regions and
national structures and I will work with other members and
the Executive to ensure that our voices are heard and our
concerns prioritized.

Strong Communities
Our working conditions are our students’ learning
conditions and schools must look to work with their
students and families to build safe and inclusive learning
environments for all. Taking a Zero Tolerance approach
to education is having a detrimental effect on lives of our
most vulnerable children and young people. By arranging
local, regional and national events I will look to celebrate
and share the knowledge of restorative and relational
practitioners to improve the education experience for all.

NE

The election process is currently underway and I am proud
to be one of the three individuals standing for this role,
which is due to commence on 3rd December 2019. All
support staff members in the NEU are eligible to vote and
I would very much appreciate you supporting a Wellspring
colleague - either by voting for me or encouraging others
to do so. I am passionate about improving the education
experiences of all our children, families and staff and will
take these agendas forward in-role, if elected.

FOR

A vacancy exists on the National Executive of the National Education Union
(NEU) in the Support Staff seat. The NEU represents more than 29,000
support staff members across the UK in the maintained, academy, free school,
independent, further education, sixth form and university sectors.
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Fair Play and Workload
Every day we influence the lives of the next generation
and we are highly skilled professionals. Together, we must
look to overhaul the current accountability system and
develop a supportive and collaborative inspection system,
as well as campaign for a return to fair, nationally agreed
pay scales and working conditions for all teachers, support
staff and lecturers #StrongerTogether
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Commercial Updates

Positive Regard Specialist
Behaviour Support

From Essex to Blackpool – Positive Regard –
Growing our national presence

By Jonny Wathen, Chief Information officer,
Wellspring

By Dave Whitaker, Director of Learning, Wellspring

The excellent work and reputation of the Positive
Regard Behaviour team has continued to grow.
Last academic year saw consultants keynote at
conferences, facilitate workshops, and deliver
practitioners accreditation programmes, alongside
providing a range of specialist behaviour services
that meet the needs of our community and the
wider system. The intensity of this busy schedule
has continued into this academic year with
bespoke training programmes delivered directly to
schools and academies, as well as supporting a
number of local authority commissions. The team
are currently involved in a large scale project as
part of the Blackpool Opportunity Areas initiative
to provide specialist behaviour services to eight
secondary schools in the seaside town.
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For a person to grow, they need an environment that provides them with geniuses,
acceptance and empathy. With this at the heart of their work, Positive Regard’s
Behaviour Specialist Team are really expanding and developing their influence on a
national scale. Supporting schools, providing programmes for local authorities and
delivering conference key notes, their work is increasingly in demand. This really
does mean we are ‘making a difference’ and have now worked in over 100 schools
and 20 local authorities in the last 15 months. This certainly is an encouraging sign
that the education world is embracing the ‘Wellspring Way’ of relational, trauma
informed practice. Schools are increasingly looking at ways to reduce exclusions,
understand children’s needs and work in a truly informed way. In a polarised
educational world, where many schools are excluding more than ever, Wellspring
continue to be market leaders in ‘on-rolling’ and inclusion.
Our team of behaviour professionals is growing stronger and the requests for work
continue to come flooding in. If you are keen to be part of this team and see your
career developing in this way then keep your eyes open for training opportunities,
talk to your principal about your ambition and continue to learn from your colleagues.
We have some highly skilled and expert colleagues working in our academies and
collectively, regionally and nationally we really are ‘making a difference’.
This month Blackpool, who knows where next?

Schools are increasingly
looking at ways to reduce
exclusions, understand
children’s needs and work
in a truly informed way.
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Commercial Updates
Advanced Mentor Training

Schools Direct Teacher Recruitment

Digital – Data Protection

A group of Trust colleagues including Heads of School,
Assistant Principals and SENCOs began the 4 session
CollectivED Advanced Mentor Development Programme
facilitated by Professor Rachel Lofthouse (Professor of
Teacher Education, Director of ColletivEd, Carnegie School
of Education, Leeds Beckett University).

We are still recruiting for School Direct trainees to start the
2020/21 Programme, if you are interested, please contact:
schooldirect@positiveregardtsa.co.uk

Data Protection Leads attend half termly network meetings to
share information and best practice. Here are a few data safe tips
to ensure GDPR compliance.

Positive Regard will be at:

Will GDPR remain if and when we BREXIT?
GDPR principles will remain as many are contained within
the UK Data Protection Act 2018. The main change post
BREXIT would be the need to review contract clauses where
personal information is stored within the EU and transfer to
the UK.

The first session concentrated on a discussion about what is
mentoring? It was a fabulous opportunity to share and develop
insights. Future sessions will concentrate on The Difficult
Conversation, Coaching skills – Building your toolkit, Developing
Mentor Skills and Behaviours, culminating in a celebration event
at Leeds Beckett University. The programme aims to build on the
core skills and foundations of mentoring, providing an opportunity
for participants to develop their practice and apply their skills in
the workplace. Not only will this make a real difference to their
mentee’s experience, it will have far-reaching benefits for mentors
who are seeking to grow and develop their own professional
practice.

Monday 25th November at Leeds Town Hall,
4.30pm - 8.00pm
Wednesday 27th November at Doncaster Mercure
Hotel, 4.30pm - 7.30pm
Wednesday 12th February at Lincoln Double Tree
Hilton, 4.30pm - 7.30pm
If you wish to attend any of the above Train to Teach Events,
register your attendance at:
https://getintoteaching.education.gov.uk/teaching-events

CollectivED is a network of teachers and other professionals,
academics and students as local, national and international
friends, partners and practitioners. Our shared interests
include mentoring and coaching as well as other professional
development activities, such as lesson study, supervision and
supported action enquiry which draw on similar reflective and
dialogic principles and educative professional relationships with
learning conversations at their heart.

https://leedsbeckett.
ac.uk/blogs/carnegieeducation/categories/
collectived/
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Our next Digital Information Session
will run on Tuesday 10th December.

What is Ransomware?
A form of malicious software that enables cyber criminals
to remotely lock down or encrypt the files on your device.
Criminals use ransomware to extort money from you (a
ransom), and will claim to restore access to your files or
device once you have paid.
Recently, a local school had to close to pupils as it was
unable to access its systems following a ransomware attack.
Did you know?
Over the last 12 months, 58% of reported data security
incidents were caused by human error.
The most frequent occurrence was an email being sent to
the wrong recipient.
Solutions?
Simply sharing a link to a file or drive allows you to control
who has access even after sending an email.
Establish secure data transfer protocols and document
within your data sharing agreement especially when
transferring personal data.
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Children in Need 2019
Oakhill Primary Academy
For Children in Need 2019,
Oakhill raised a fantastic £390.60
by parents and carers donating
and baking buns for their bake sale. The children also
came to school in their pyjamas and non-uniform. Mrs
McCarthy Said: ‘Huge thanks for supporting such a worthy
cause, all the children looked fabulous and ‘spotty; in their
pyjamas and non-uniform’.
The Forest Academy
Forest had a very exciting fun-filled day! All children dressed
up in non-uniform which everyone donated £1.00 for doing
so. We had lots of Pudsey Bear outfits and t-shirts that the
children had made at home with their parents. At the end of
the day we had our Friday celebration assembly where we
all got together and took a whole school photo in our fancy
outfits. To finish off the day, we had a bun sale for parents
to purchase YUMMY buns, cakes or goodies. Forest
raised an AMAZING £308.22.

Lacey Gardens & Eastfield
Academies
This year at LaceyField, we were proud
to support Children In Need by hosting
a non-uniform day. Alongside this, we invited parents to
come in and read with their children. There was a fabulous
response, with parents literally queueing out of the door
and into the car park! As always, children and staff
really entered into the spirit and across the LaceyField
site, we raised just over £500. As well as that, the choir
were invited to join Louth Male Voice Choir at their annual
concert at St James’ Church in the evening. There were
three local schools performing alongside the Louth Male
Voice Choir, and our super singers really did us proud.
Some of them even joined in the Pudsey mini Olympics
and the Pudsey auction too.
Oakwell Rise Academy
Children came to school in their
pyjamas and raised £243.13 through
this and a bun sale.
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Staff and students came together to
support this year’s Children in Need
Campaign. Pyjamas or non uniform
were worn to raise money along with
a host of competitions and fundraising
activities which were all organised by our wonderful
students.
Springwell LC
This year we supported Children in
Need by participating in a ‘Pudsey
Pyjama Party’ fundraising event. The
pupils had fun face painting, being
creative with Pudsey art and crafts
and enjoyed the annual sweepstake duck race. They even
brought their colouring to life using augmented reality.
It was a huge success and we managed to raise
£138. So well done and thank you to all who got involved.
Together we can definitely make a difference!
Joseph Norton Academy

Littlecoates Primary Academy
Littlecoates brought in ‘pennies
for Pudsey’ and raised £145.

Springwell Leeds

Phoenix Park
Key Stage 2 engaged in brilliant discussion during nurture
breakfast about BBC Children in need and the different
ways we can help to change the lives
of children and young people across
the UK. They designed some wonderful
Children In Need pictures which will be
entered into a prize draw. Key stage
3 school council will announce the
winners in assembly.

Here at Joseph Norton Group 11
agreed to prepare lunch for staff.
They had a menu offering a choice of
over 12 different varieties of hot and
cold sandwiches. They did a brilliant
job and raised over £70.00. Here is
Ryan busy cooking the hot butties.
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Expert Reference Group
By Dave Mills, Executive Vice Principal, Sevenhills & Phoenix Park

At the beginning of the year I began
representing Phoenix Park, Sevenhills
and Wellspring as a member of the Expert
Reference Group for SEND in London.
This is part of a DfE project to raise the profile of SEND in schools and
academies. I promised at the time that I would post an update as the
project developed. There have been four meetings to date. The project
draft documents are shaping up to be an impressive piece of work.

It may interest you to know how ahead
of the curve we are at Wellspring. As many
of the issues and scenarios illustrated
in the documents are things that we
acknowledge, tackle and consider as
a matter of course.
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The work aims to provide illustrative guidance to school leaders to free
up SENDCOs to focus more time on children, to focus leader’s minds on
their particular needs and consider ways to facilitate maximum impact. In
all my years of reading I have never seen some of the recommendations
made committed to paper and genuinely think it could be considered
ground-breaking for SENDCOs.
Of course, the recent publication of the SEND Parliamentary Inquiry
is equally timely, so the two pieces of work dovetailing each other will
hopefully be a powerful vehicle for SEND change across the education
landscape.

This is part of a DfE
project to raise the profile
of SEND in schools
and academies.
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Career Offer Journey
By Phil Burns Assistant Principal, Phoenix Park Academy

Previously at Phoenix Park Academy
careers were rarely talked about and
the only option considered for post 16
was College.
This began to change after we reviewed our careers
offer in line with the statutory guidance and careers
strategy and we appointed a very keen and proactive
member of staff to the role of Careers Leader.

The first step for the Careers Leader, was to undertake an audit of
activity alongside the First Compass self-evaluation tool. Our next
step was to ensure businesses/parents and staff knew that careers
would be a big part of the Academy ethos and would soon be an
integral part of the curriculum and a whole staff responsibility. We
set up a Careers Twitter account to establish a visible presence and
keep people up to date with what was happening in the Academy
and how they could get involved. It is also a key tool to be able to
link to businesses and local initiatives.

Since the start of this academic year, we have been working
hard with our Enterprise Adviser and using the networks we have
established across the Humber region to not only support our
achievement of the Gatsby Benchmarks, but to improve students’
understanding of their post 16 options what opportunities are
available to them in their community and life after school. With
each Compass evaluation (internal audit of our offer) we are seeing
improvements in each area, which is being recognised by our
students in school and also at a national level.

As part of the Academy’s commitment to the Careers and Enterprise
Company’s Enterprise Adviser Network and more recently inclusion
in the Humber Careers Hub, the Academy has been allocated
an Enterprise Adviser from Engie, who are a leading energy and
services group employing 17,000 people in the UK, across three
main activities: Energy, Services & Regeneration. Engie currently
deliver services on behalf of North East Lincolnshire Council and
have a large workforce in the local community. Phil McConnell is the
Deputy Partnership Director at Engie and works strategically with the
Academy to shape provision for the young people. Already, there are
plans in place for Engie to provide work placements to students and
members of Engie staff to talk to students about their role and how
they got into areas such as electrical engineering, town planning,
finance, accounts and many more.

Within the past month, Park House
has been recognised and praised
nationally for providing an excellent
service for our learners and preparing
them for life after school.

Phil McConnell, Deputy Partnership Director at Engie said ‘I am
extremely proud and excited to continue my work as an Enterprise
Advisor at Phoenix Park Academy and be a part of this valuable
programme, as it gives me a sense of personal satisfaction to be
helping young people consider how they will progress once they
have left full time education. I also recognise the great advantage
to business and industry to ensure that we help Phoenix Park
Academy and their students to understand which skills, attitudes
and behaviours are really important to us that will complement their
academic achievements when they enter the workplace. We cannot
expect schools to do this alone and must become involved if we are
to expect the future workforce to contribute fully.’
Throughout the year we run mock interview days, visits to
businesses, industry days, and guest speakers to talk about their
role and work placements.

Previous

There is now a real buzz around the Academy regarding careers
and careers being mentioned and talked about on a daily basis with
students wanting to be involved and asking for support in how to
make their steps to post 16!

Lucy Gray, Enterprise Coordinator for the Humber LEP wrote:
‘I just wanted to share with you that I have been to two large events
recently where your Academy has been used as an example to
hundreds of guests in the audience.
I attended some National Training last week in London where
Abdul Bathin (Regional Lead –NE & Midlands) commented on
his visit to Park House earlier this year. He spoke to the audience
around how his visit had really made him appreciate the work you
are doing around careers and the difference it is making to you and
your students.
Yesterday evening I attended the Northern Powerhouse Energy
Gala Dinner, Nina Stobart, External Communications & Public
Affairs Lead spoke about Park House and the work she is doing
with yourselves. This event was attended by many key business
stakeholders, a really great arena to be spoken about so positively’
Student (Ben Wellings) said ‘I never thought I would get
opportunities like this, and definitely not at mainstream. I have
had industry days at Cranswick Foods working in their product
development department and also at Healing Manner. The support
has been amazing and I have grown in confidence and am excited
to start my further education at a local college.’

Next

Beacon
Remembers
Press Release by Nigel Lowther,
Nigel Lowther Associates (on behalf of Beacon)

Beacon Academy Headteacher Jason Thurley, students
and guests at the Remembrance event.

A World War Two veteran thanked Beacon Academy students
whose Remembrance Day efforts help him through a difficult time
of the year.
Tony Bradwell, who lost friends while fighting in Italy during
1943, has been so touched by the children’s thoughts he now
sponsors an award named in his honour, presented annually
to the student who has overcome adversity. He was one of
a number of veterans, Royal British Legion representatives,
parents and community members who attended the
Remembrance event at the Cleethorpes academy on the
11th November.
They watched a drama performance, readings, poetry and
singing led by the academy choir followed by two minutes
silence, The Last Post and lowering of the Standards. All of Year
8 then served afternoon tea to the guests and veterans who
talked with the young people about their experiences. Those
in cadets wore their uniforms.
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Tony said: ‘I struggle at this time of the year because
I remember my mates who did died in the war.
But coming into Beacon Academy and talking to the children
makes me realise that my friends are remembered’.

Headteacher Jason Thurley said:
‘Tony’s words made the Remembrance
Day event even more poignant. His
presence and that of our other guests
means an awful lot to the students and
staff. I’d like to thank everybody who
helped organise a fitting tribute to those
who made the ultimate sacrifice’.

All of Year 8 then
served afternoon
tea to the guests
and veterans who
talked with the young
people about their
experiences. Those
in cadets wore their
uniforms.
Next

BBC Look North at ‘oversubscribed’
Beacon Academy
By Jason Thurley, Headteacher, Beacon Academy

Beacon Academy welcomed BBC Look North journalist
Dave Edwards earlier this month. Dave is no stranger to
Wellspring following his recent visit to Springwell Leeds.
The focus of Dave’s visit was on the ethical leadership framework with reference
to permanents. He spent a full day in the academy filming lessons, speaking to
staff including Deputy CEO Josh Greaves. Dave spoke to Y11 student Jamie who
was permanently excluded from a local school, isolated for 4 months in another,
failed a managed move trial at a third local academy before joining Beacon
following 8 months support with our colleagues at Phoenix House.

During the report Dave outlined how pupil numbers
have more than doubled at Beacon since joining
Wellspring on 1 September 2017 and the academy is now
over-subscribed.

Jamie is now on course to complete his GCSEs at Beacon and is applying to college.
Last year Jamie submitted a poem about post brexit Grimsby to the SKY Arts 50 School
Britannia competition. His poem was selected in the top 5 in the UK and was animated
and televised on SKY Arts last March.

Beacon is over-subscribed in Years 7 & 8. A particular cause for celebration at
Beacon is that record numbers of current year 6 parents have selected the academy
as their 1st choice preference. Beacon is over-subscribed on 1st choice preference
alone with a further 99 parents selecting the academy as a 2nd choice preference.
The local authority are anticipating a waiting list possibly in excess of 50 for next
September, a significant change from 2016 when just 192 students attended the
academy, Beacon will have 460+ on roll next September. Showing the huge impact
and benefit to the community of joining the trust in 2017. Work is already on-going with
the trust to plan for another significant increase in student numbers.

Dave also interviewed Year 11 student Phoebe who was isolated at her previous local
academy due to the width of her school trousers. Phoebe is also thriving at Beacon
and has since taken a lead role representing Beacon in the Global Rock performing arts
competition.

The story was televised on BBC Look North on Thursday 7 November 2019.
Previous
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Active School of the Year
By Tracey Gostelow, PE Lead, Lacey Gardens Academy

Pictured receiving the Active Primary School of the Year
2019 award from Matt Evans, on behalf of Sponsors
One Network, is PE and Sport Lead, Tracy Gostelow
(centre) with Linda Spence, Deputy Head (right).
Photographs courtesy of Active Lincolnshire

Lacey Gardens Junior Academy, are celebrating after being awarded Lincolnshire’s
‘Active Primary School of the Year’ at the glittering Active Lincolnshire Sport Awards 2019.
The category of ‘Active Primary School of the Year’ was one of 16
awards that was presented by Olympian Craig Heap at the Epic Centre,
Lincolnshire Showground in front of over 400 sports people from all over
the county. From all Lincolnshire schools, Lacey Gardens was the only
school from Louth to be vying for the accolade alongside just two other
smaller Lincolnshire schools - Morton Trentside in Gainsborough, and
Caythorpe Primary School.
A few weeks ago, excited staff and pupils were joined by a media
company to film sessions of the Daily Mile. The use of outdoor gym
equipment and active chalk paths were used for a short film that was
shown at the awards ceremony. Staff and pupil sports ambassadors were
interviewed for the video, with inspirational comments from the children
about the value and importance of being physically active, enjoying
opportunities for competition and taking part in community initiatives.

The school is proud to offer a wide and balanced curriculum,
which includes a package of sports for all, such as boccia
and goalball. With such a variety on offer within school, as
well as competitions and wellbeing opportunities, all 360
pupils at the school are able to keep fit, healthy and active.

Previous

Recently, Lacey Gardens became one of just a handful of schools in the
county to achieve the School Games Platinum award which recognises
consistently high standards and inclusion in PE. The school is supported
by the Wolds School Sports Partnership (WSSP), who offer local schools
opportunities to participate in competition both locally and regionally. Last
year, Lacey Gardens participated in 35 local and regional competitions,
and once again reached the national final of The Great Big Dance Off.
After-school sporting provision at the school, is also a firm favourite with
pupils - with over 40 activities and clubs offered throughout the year.
PE Lead at Lacey Gardens, Tracy Gostelow, commented that ‘we are
delighted to be recognised for such a significant award. PE, sport and
being physically active is at the heart of the school, and combined with
other curriculum subjects, it sets the foundations for life-long skills,
resilience and learning. It is vitally important that, as adults, we inspire
pupils to find something they enjoy and encourage them at every
opportunity. We’re incredibly proud, that once again, Lacey Gardens
has been recognised for our active achievements’.

As well as Lacey Gardens Junior Academy scooping the
award for ‘Active Primary School of the Year’, an ex-pupil
Harvey Philips (15), was awarded ‘Disabled Sportsperson of
the Year - recognising his achievements in swimming.

We’re incredibly proud,
that once again, Lacey
Gardens has been
recognised for our active
achievements.
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Anti-Bullying
Week 2019
Sevenhills Academy
For Anti bullying week this year, Sevenhills students
looked at our policy and responded to aspects of
it in display which echoed their voices beautifully.
They also spent time researching the agencies that
help young people who are the victims of bullying
and creating a signpost to demonstrate the various
pathways forward. They were all proud of their
efforts and we are all proud of them!

Oakhill Academy
Children and Staff at Oakhill
donned their odd socks for antibullying week. Odd socks day is an
opportunity to encourage everyone to
express themselves and celebrate their
individuality to help raise awareness of
bullying and what makes us all unique.
Whether it is verbal, physical, online or
in person, bullying has a significant impact on a child’s life well in to
adulthood. By making small, simple changes, we can break this cycle
and create a safe environment for everyone. Because together, we
can challenge bullying, change starts with a conversation, it starts with
checking in, it starts with working together, change starts with us!

Oakwell Rise
Oakwell Rise’s School Council, The MOD Party,
teamed up with The Forest Academy and
Oakhill to review the Anti-Bullying Policy ahead
of Anti-Bulling Day. The MOD Party then planned
and led an assembly to talk to the school about
what Bullying is and what steps they could take if
they are the victim or in fact someone who struggles
to connect with others. Each year group were
given a topic such as verbal bullying to investigate.
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They engaged in a Talking Circle activity using restorative practices to
unpick their ideas and then plan a way to present their feelings to the
school. Each class came back to a second assembly with a poem,
poster, concept, drama or written piece about their key topic. The
MOD Party led a class council to then present the new policy highlights
and the children’s ideas to the Senior Leaders after school – they were
determined to ‘Be the Change’. In amongst all this, the children wore
Odd Socks to celebrate difference, bought ‘Be the Change’ bangles
and created a poster to keep the message live.’

Lacey Gardens & Eastfield Academies
Anti-Bullying week fell at a perfect time for us here at LaceyField
and coincidentally landed on our ‘Be Kind’ week!
To kick start our plans for the week, all staff were invited to read a
chapter from ‘Wellbeing in the Primary Classroom’ by Adrian Bethune.
In this chapter, Adrian delves into the science of kindness and
explores how when we partake in kind acts towards others, our brain
reward centres are firing and our bodies release happy hormones like
dopamine. These make us feel good and boost our levels of happiness!
Both academies watched ‘the kindness
boomerang’ during assembly - together
we shared the key message how ‘change
starts with us’. We thought about how we
can spread kindness throughout the day.
Not only did the children share acts of
kindness throughout the week, the staff
took part too by sharing acts of kindness
from the adults across both academies
which formed part of our staff shout out!
Tuesday saw us celebrate our differences and individuality by taking
part in Odd Socks Day. Children across both academies took part in a
number of different activities linked to diversity. We celebrated different
cultures and promoted our culture of kindness. The children created
different ‘bee art’ which represented one of our 6 bee-haviours for

learning. Some children even created their very own bee t-shirts which
expressed our 6 Bees and why they were important to share during
Anti-Bullying Week! To end our brilliant week, we launched our termly
Wellbeing offer for all staff as a reminder that we also need to be kind to
ourselves in order to be the very best for our children, families and local
community.

Park House
Students from Park House engaged
in a full morning of activities based on
anti-bullying and how this affects those
involved. This expanded into highlighting
forms of direct and indirect bullying and
how to identify the signs. Discussions
were held about ‘making some noise’ and
what support is available. Staff praised students for their knowledge
and understanding the importance of standing up to bullying.
Stand together! Stand up to bullies!

Springwell Leeds
Students and staff all took part in the Anti-Bullying
week 2019. We have taken part in discussions
across the school to challenge our thoughts
and perceptions of what kindness is. We have
developed a charter of kindness in KS4 and
we are now looking at the Student Council to
develop a peer mentoring support group to help us to all feel safe
and supported at Springwell.
Students have developed an anti-bullying poster campaign to display
all over school. This will help us to continue to develop our community
into a thriving, kind and welcoming community that supports each other
in being brilliantly different. Staff and Students all wore silly socks to
highlight that we are all different. Follow our story on twitter and support
us by liking our posts.

Next

Fun Fridays
By Helen Kingdon, Assistant Headteacher,
Oakwell Rise Academy

Friday afternoons have been transformed into
an exciting new venture with sessions focusing
on the Arts, healthy living and the sciences.
The children felt that although they enjoy Science and Art within
topic sessions, they would like the old University time to focus in on
mastering key areas. The sessions are now built into four key areas;
Master Chef, Music Maestros, Art Attack and Whizz Bang Wallop.
These sessions are underpinned by the children’s interests to become
masters and experts in key hands-on areas. In addition, we have really
‘stepped up’ the focus on planning, preparing menus and making
healthy food choices alongside a varied active lifestyle.
We are proud to celebrate a selection of our children who have
already been recognised within the local community and can proudly
say they have been chosen to be a part of an Art Exhibition which
was organised by the Rotary Club of Barnsley. This we hope, will
be the first of many celebrations of our children’s talents.
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These sessions are
underpinned by the
children’s interests to
become masters
and experts in key
hands-on areas.
Next

Every act of kindness
leaves a trace

As humans, not only do we crave kindness, compassion and
connectedness; scientifically we need it to build beautiful brains. For
us to support children and young people exposed to trauma, we
need to avoid blame and instead seek to understand.

By Emma Beveridge, Executive Principal & Charlotte
Briggs, Executive Vice Principal, Laceyfield

What do we know?

A powerful message which resonated with ten of our Wellspring leaders
after attending: ‘What works: Creating a culture of trauma responsive
practice’ facilitated by Epione. With Dr. Bruce Perry (author of the boy
who was raised as a dog) on the agenda, it was a must see for those
who share an ethical, trauma-informed ethos. Throughout the day we
had the pleasure of listening to nine inspiring and remarkable keynote
speakers including neuro-scientists, clinical psychologists and those who
shared first-hand accounts of childhood trauma and ACEs.

What is it to be human?
‘The more healthy relationships a child has, the more likely they
will be to recover from trauma and thrive. Relationships are the
agents of change and the most powerful therapy is human love.’
Dr. Bruce Perry
One of the keynote speakers, James Docherty, spoke bravely of his
experience of trauma. There is nothing more powerful or enlightening
than hearing from those who have overcome adversity. So, what did
we learn?
Children and young people exposed to trauma and toxic stress are
more curious, often in a harmful way
These children seek attachment but often break relationships before
relationships can break them
It is easy for these children to take the wrong path in search of what
was missing
The impact of trauma is very much dependent protective factors
and buffering relationships; it is not always what happened but
rather what was missing when it did happen
At the time of trauma, children often think ‘If I am being hurt like this,
I must be an awful person’
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What can we do? A healthy dose of stress…
‘Every interaction is an intervention.’ Dr. Karen Treisman

‘If you can get the
science into the
hands of the general
population, they will
create very wise
actions.’
Dr Meike Wiedemann (a neurobiologist) explored the science
behind the stories shared. Dr Wiedemann shared that our brains
are constantly looking for feedback in the purpose of self-regulation.
This led us to consider our teaching and learning. How can we pitch
our lessons to ensure we maximise engagement opportunities?
How can we ensure we achieve optimum learning for our pupils?
Dr Wiedemann referred to the arousal and performance curve
and emphasised that if we can get it right for our most vulnerable
pupils, we can get it right for all. Everyone needs love, everyone has
a ‘unique brain, unique story and unique combination of factors’ Bruce Perry

Why are we waiting?
‘We have to meet the traumatised children and families where
they are, rather than trying to fit a square peg into a round
hole.’ Dr. Bruce Perry
Ultimately, ‘we need to stop talking about it and start changing
something’. Karen McCluskey spoke about how we need to be
open and honest. We need to move our focus from the deficit base
and focus on the simple fact that people can change and people
can lead a different life. Within our settings, it is important for us
to consider:
How are we breaking down barriers to identifying unique
strengths and weaknesses?
How do we break and heal the intergenerational cycle?

@LaceyField
Louth

simply target certain parents, then these courses just lead to a
stigma. Let’s make them accessible for all.

How can understand and support the idea that parents do the
best they can with what they’ve got?
What do we do to support parents to ensure that everyone has
access to intervention and support without prejudice? If we

Dr Warren Larkin spoke passionately about how therapies
and targeted interventions shouldn’t be our first port of call for
addressing behaviour, but rather, we should seek to understand
the why. Dr Bruce Perry supported this research by explaining
how ‘we’re trying to put children in little boxes that are efforts to
understanding but they are making us miss some very important
things about that individual’. We simply need to understand the
individual rather than looking to diagnose, count ACEs or tick a box.
Consider the use of active listening sessions within our day, how
many opportunities are there for the children to just be heard?
There is power in listening.
Children and young people may turn to self-harm, physical violence,
withdrawal etc because this may well be the best coping strategy
they are equipped with. It simply is not good enough to ask
someone to stop using their best coping strategy. We need to help
and support them to find a new ritualised, compulsive comfort. To
remove this coping strategy is like asking a heroin addict to simply
go cold turkey. The addiction is their way to self-soothe.
Dr Bruce Perry spoke about stress that is predictable, moderate
and controlled will build resilience. For many of our learners, school
is their safe place, the place they are loved and the only consistency
and routine in their life. We as teachers and leaders need to be
brave and give hope to our children, families and local communities.
And finally… Above all else, ‘every act of kindness leaves a
trace.’ Kevin Neary
Together, we can make a difference.
We can be the safe, buffering factor in a child’s life. We can change
the world for our young people. We may not be able to reach 100%
of our children every day but we can love 100% of our children
every day. The research shows that not only is this ethically the right
thing to do, it also makes good economic sense. It will save millions
if not billions in health, justice and social service. So, ‘to sum
all reasons in one – ‘it is for the common good of all.’
Fourteen Reasons for Supporting Women’s Suffrage.
Next

Get Glowing Event
By Francesca McEvoy, P.E Lead, Beacon Academy

Twelve Year Seven children from Beacon Academy attended the ‘Get Glowing’ event at
Ancholme Leisure Centre, Brigg. This event was new for the Humber as a whole this year
and was facilitated by Active Humber.
The event saw a darkened sports hall filled with UV lighting enabling
children to engage in a new sporting experience. The purpose of this
event was to promote Positive Mental Health and Physical Wellbeing in
those children who perhaps find it harder to engage in activity and/or
suffer from Low Ability, Low Self Esteem and Low Confidence.
As soon as we arrived the children were given their own glow in
the dark T-Shirt and staff were able to use UV face paint to also get
involved! The event was so exciting and gave students of Beacon
an opportunity to develop many skills in terms of physical literacy,
social skills, team work and sensory development; an opportunity for
students to represent their school in a sporting event – something they
would not ordinarily get the chance to do given their limitations, and
suited the needs students who perhaps receive additional support or
who require support with mental health and emotional wellbeing needs.
The rotation of activities included games such as badminton, athletics,
bowling and new aged curling, all glowing in the dark!
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For many of the children these were new activities which they have not
yet had chance to experience on their primary curriculum. Providing
children with a wide range of inclusive sporting experiences is core to
the Physical Education curriculum at Beacon.
Through their engagement in the two hour event, the pupils became
confident to move, motivated to move and competent to move;
the benefits the children gain are the development of fundamental
movement and sport skills. Furthermore, children developed their social
skills, taking turns and cooperating with other schools. The UV element
encouraged sensory stimulation encouraging the child to engage and
explore the environment having positive effects on their ability to react
and interact with the larger world around them.

All in all, we have seen the benefits already in core PE
lessons, the trip was a huge success and we cannot wait
to return when it is back in the area! “Oh WOW! This is
amazing!” – child who finds it difficult to participate in core
PE lessons. “I am so happy right now Miss McEvoy.” –
ASD. “When can we come back?!”

For many of the children
these were new activities
which they have not yet
had chance to experience
on their primary
curriculum.
Next

School of the Year
By Di Greaves

Last Friday evening,
myself and three
colleagues headed off
to Barnsley Metrodome
to attend the town’s
flagship event ‘Proud
of Barnsley’ awards.

Greenacre School isn’t and never has been a job
in the usual sense of the word. It is a way of life, a
huge family, a place of joy and sometimes sadness
that gets underneath your skin and changes your
perception of the world. Greenacre School is a
special place because of its children, its staff and
its partners who come together to change lives.

David Winnard had been short-listed for the ‘Children’s
Champion’ whilst Greenacre School were down to the final
three in the ‘School of the Year’ category - an honour and
a real cause for celebration for the staff that work tirelessly,
day in and day out to make a difference to the lives of the
borough’s must vulnerable young people.

When I shared the award with
the whole staff team at our
usual Monday morning briefing
there was clear pride, joy and a
humility that never fails to blow
me away. I am one very proud
Headteacher and Greenacre is
such a great place to be!
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Fortunately, we didn’t have to wait long for our categories to
come to the fore and it was an extremely proud moment and
cause for much excited celebration when Greenacre School
was announced Barnsley School of the Year. What a privilege
and honour it was to walk (run!) up to the stage to collect this
award on behalf of this truly amazing school.
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Josh Greaves short-listed for
a prestigious award
By Karen Froggatt, Chief Governance Officer
Wellspring Academy Trust

Josh Greaves, the Trust’s Deputy CEO, was recently short-listed in
the School Business Leader of The Year category in the Association
of School Business Leaders’ (ASBL’s) National School Awards.
The School Business Leader of the Year category related to recognize exceptional school
business leaders who have ‘ … radically reinvented the perception of the traditional school
business manager within not just their own setting but across their local region’, are ‘a
trailblazer for projecting professionalism’ and ‘also show an exceptional ability for delivering
excellent resource management …. ensuring financial viability whilst still improving pupil
outcomes’.

Josh was one of only four
individuals who were short-listed.
The awards attracted over 70
nominations.
Well done Josh!
Previous
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Election Fever
Press Release By Nigel Lowther, Nigel Lowther Associates
(on behalf of Littlecoates)

Grimsby’s West Marsh councillor Gemma
Sheridan with Principal Neville Wilkinson and
the new pupil council at Littlecoates Primary,
proudly wearing their red sweatshirts.

Forget the General Election – the only one poll that mattered at Littlecoates Academy
was to choose this year’s Pupil Councillors. Two representatives from each year group
at the Grimsby Academy were elected by their peers to represent their views and help
organise events.
A special election assembly was held – as part of UK Parliament
Week – to which winners’ parents were invited. North East Lincolnshire
Council’s West Marsh ward councillor Gemma Sheridan handed out
new red sweatshirts which distinguish the pupil councillors. A sense of
excitement was in the air as the head boy and girl acted as returning
officers and declared the results from each class in turn.
Principal Neville Wilkinson said the election had been a great success.
‘The children have understood the importance of voting,” he said.
“The pupil council elections falling in the middle of the General Election
campaign made it even more relevant.”
“We have asked our pupils to tell their parents and carers about how
important it is they vote on 12th December. Pupil council plays a
key role in the school. We ask its opinion on an issue we might have
and they’ll get the message out to all pupils. Their first task will be to
organise our Children in Need efforts this Friday’.
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‘We’re grateful to Cllr Sheridan for her time. Pupils understand that
she was elected to her position on the council. Thank you also to the
parents for their support’.
Cllr Sheridan wished the winning pupil councillors well. ‘It’s really a
privilege to be here and present you with your red sweatshirts,’ she
said. ‘You have an important role to play in the school and I wish you
the best of luck with all the hard work you’re going to be doing.’

New Year 6 representative Amanda said: “I feel very
happy and excited to have been elected. I’m going to help
write letters to pupils and parents and keep the dining
hall clean.”
For Year 5 Joseph, this will be his third year as a pupil
councillor, having been elected when in reception and
Year 1. ‘I’m looking forward to going to meetings and
discussing ideas. The big one is new playground
equipment’ he said.

“The pupil council
elections falling in the
middle of the General
Election campaign made
it even more relevant.”
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It’s great to be recognised it’s more important to be appreciated.

“I wonder how
many opportunities
we miss each day
to appreciate our
colleagues for their
worth.”

By Chris Jessup, Director of Learning, Wellspring Academy Trust

As Director of Learning I find much of my time is spent, travelling to, or preparing for meetings.
I recognise - of course - how important (most) of them are and that they are an essential part of
my role to ensure the very best outcomes for the children, schools and communities we serve.
I realised early on as a Head that I could spend most of
my time having meetings. Indeed I knew some Heads
who did just that! However, I also knew that in order for
my school to thrive and for a culture to develop, I needed
to be having conversations and contact with all members
of the community on a regular basis. I also came to
realise very quickly how important these interactions are.
I also realised very quickly that recognition and
appreciation were a vital part of these interactions. At first
I thought they were one and the same. I often used the
two words interchangeably. But I soon learned that they
are very different. I think it is important to think about the
difference between the two in our everyday contact with
colleagues.
Recognition is about giving positive feedback based
on results or performance. Sometimes this happens
in a formal way: through performance management,
acknowledgement in a report or a positive mention to
Governors or SLT. Increasingly recognition is given more
informally: a verbal thank you, a handwritten note, a shout
out on social media. All of these are motivational, exciting,
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and emboldening to the recipient; after all we all want to
know that we are doing a great job and it makes us walk
that little bit taller when we are recognised for it.
But there are limits. It is performance based - so it is
conditional. It is retrospective - the recognition comes from
what you have done in the past. There is also a limited
amount of praise to go round - we try and mention as
many people who have contributed to success as possible
but often members of the wider team get forgotten.
Finally - it is hierarchical. Praise - and subsequent rewards often comes from ‘above’ in an organisation.
On the other hand, appreciation is not about what
people have done, it is about who they are; not so much
their accomplishments, more their qualities as a person.
I wonder how many opportunities we miss each day to
appreciate our colleagues for their worth. To build trust,
rapport and connections which is at the heart of great
teams (and great teaching!).
Mike Robbins has written about this distinction in a recent
blog: https://hbr.org/2019/11/why-employees-needboth-recognition-and-appreciation (my appreciation
and recognition to him for the inspiration).

He says there are three things we can all do to show
more appreciation of our colleagues:
“Listen. One of the best things you can do for the people
you work with is also one of the simplest: Put down your
phone, turn away from your computer, and genuinely
listen to them.
Tell people what you value about them. Doing this
proactively — not because someone did something
great or because you want something from them — is an
incredibly powerful gift. It can positively affect how your
colleagues feel about themselves, your relationship with
them, and the culture of the team.
Check in. Check in with the people you work with.
Asking how they’re doing (and meaning it) and what
they’re challenged by right now can show them that you
care.”
Ultimately, we need both recognition and appreciation to
build our cultures. Visiting schools and the support centre
enables me to cultivate both. Who have you recognised
and appreciated today?
Next

Junior Wardens Scheme
By Georgia Law, Business Administrator,
The Forest Academy

In September, The Forest Academy had the opportunity to join the Junior Warden
Scheme. Twelve Year five pupils were chosen to take part in this exciting new venture,
ran by Miss Galley and supported by Mr Hallam and Miss Law.
The Junior Warden Scheme is funded by grants made available by
our Ward Alliances and Councilors and is supported by South Yorkshire
Police and all the Emergency Services.

Look at the amazing adventures the group will be taking part in with lots
of amazing companies...

Team Building

The scheme is deliberately designed
to be lots of fun and interesting whilst still
teaching the group some important
life skills.
The schemes have been running successfully for the past eleven years in
the Dodworth area but now include Worsborough, Kingstone and Central
Wards. The aims are character building, forming team spirit, building
self-confidence, providing a better insight in how a community works;
giving a brief opportunity to enjoy being part of that community and learn
life-saving skills and safety advice along the way.

Mountain rescue
Animal Welfare at Cannon Hall
Rail Safety delivered by Northern Rail
Northern Rail – Signal box and train journey
Bernslai Homes ‘Where we live’
National Coal Mining Museum Heritage – Underground
tour
Fire Safety & Fire Station Visit
Crime Scene Investigation – Think Forensic
The Mayors Parlour Visit
Staying Safe – South Yorkshire Police
Farm to fork at Tesco

At the weekend, five Forest
pupils gave up their free time
to join other Junior Wardens
at Tesco to do a bag pack to
raise funds for The Mountain
Rescue team. They managed
to raise £543.50!!

South Yorkshire Mounted Police
Previous

Award Ceremony at The Holiday Inn

Next

Managing Today,
Shaping Tomorrow
By Karen Froggatt, Chief Governance Officer, Wellspring Academy Trust

This was the theme of the Leadership Conference held
in Leeds on 8th & 9th November.
Around 70 leaders attended the Conference,
including visitors from some of the
schools who are considering joining the
Wellspring family.
Mark Wilson opened the conference by congratulating Jason Thurley and
his team at Beacon Academy, whose commitment to ‘doing the right
thing’ in respect of pupil exclusions had led to further media coverage,
this time on BBC regional news. Mark referred to one of the many
communications received by the Trust after the screening, ie, an email
entitled ‘thank you for being human.’

A range of other themes ran through the two days, eg:
The importance of effective leadership and the significant difference
between being a manager and a leader, ie ‘Managers make sure

the work gets done. Leaders make sure the work gets
done better, sometimes differently’
Wellspring’s commitment to excellence, continuing professional
development and high quality leadership. ‘If we are to be what it

is that I believe we can become, we need a community of
high-quality leaders who lead from different parts of the
organisation. This is not incoherence, this is a leadership
constellation’

‘I would like to thank you for being a beacon of common sense and
humanity …. In these times your Trust is a breath of fresh air when there
is so much that has gone stale. I can only regret that my children were
not educated at an academy operated with your vision….’

The importance of networks – whether these be more structured
(such as the Academy Development Groups) or informal liaison
between colleagues

A key theme of the conference was ethical leadership. Mark referred to
the Trust’s commitment to the Ethical Leadership Framework which had
resulted from the Ethical Leadership in Education Commission which ran
for two years, involving numerous leading bodies in the education sector.

Reminders of the achievements of the Trust and the skills, power and
influence of the Wellspring team.

Mark emphasised the importance of our ‘why?’ – why do we
all do what we do in the way we do it?
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Being different and standing out from the rest, using an example of a
school which has introduced climate change into its curriculum

Mark also encouraged colleagues to make use of the Apprenticeship
Levy, which can be drawn upon for a range of development
opportunities.
As usual, Mark’s presentations to the conference outlined his vision for
the Trust and included a range of quotes, as well as a number of film clips
and music, including Bananarama’s ‘It ain’t what you do it’s the way that
you do it’, which had particular resonance.

The Leadership
Conferences are an
increasingly important
commitment in the Trust’s
calendar. The next one will
be held on 5th & 6th
June 2020.
Next

WOW Week Elements Primary School
By Lucie Martin, Year 1 Teacher,
Elements Primary School

I am sure you can all remember your favourite school trip or experience. For example,
if you grew up in Yorkshire, was your primary school experience even complete without
a trip to Eureka or Cannon Hall Farm?
Ingredients for WOW Week

As teachers, we all know that children benefit from
exploring their learning in a variety of ways; from
observing pieces in museums in galleries, to using
their imagination to transport themselves through time
and space, or developing their questioning skills when
coming across new people, places and artefacts.
As practitioners, we are constantly finding new ways to make the
curriculum come alive. At Elements, we take this innovation one
step further through the implementation of WOW Weeks.
WOW Weeks are situated at the beginning of each learning block.
Instead of working towards regular half-terms, we have arranged
the timetable so that each block of learning is eight weeks long.
This helps to create balance and consistency when coming to
teaching and learning. It also provides a great opportunity to mark
the end and beginning of each learning block with a WOW Week.
Put simply, a WOW Week is a whole week off-timetable full of trips
and experiences which act as both exit points for previous topics,
and exciting hooks into the next. Having all of these curriculum
enrichment opportunities in one week means that learning is
not interrupted by one-off events here and there throughout a
half-term. Learning always starts with a first-hand experience and
builds towards a celebration event.
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WOW for Learners
‘This is AMAZING!’ is the phrase that echoed through the coach as
we travelled through the North Yorkshire Moors to get to Whitby. Our
children are even more excited and motivated during WOW Week,
and have the opportunity to experience things like, (in this case,
the Hole of Hawkam) that they wouldn’t normally be able to. These
things don’t always have to be large-scale or budget-breaking; it
can be as simple as building fires and toasting marshmallows in
the playground. The cumulative impact of these ‘little’ things on our
children’s lives is what defines those weeks as WOW.

WOW for Parents
As a Wellspring school, we truly believe that #wemakeadifference,
not just for the children that come into our classrooms, but in the
lives of the families and the wider community we serve. WOW
Week is an excellent opportunity to celebrate and share learning
whilst enriching the lives of our learners and their families. Involving
parents is a key ingredient to the success of WOW Week.

WOW for Teachers
WOW Weeks have been a brilliant opportunity for practitioners
to demonstrate and contribute with skill sets that go beyond
the classroom. An unexpected benefit is that staff feel part of a
whole-school team. As a class teacher, WOW Week has become
a fantastic way to help the children dream big and discover life
beyond school. I have already loved watching the learners in my
class filled with curiosity through new things,

from making a pizza in a real restaurant
kitchen, their eyes widening at the taste of
an ice-cream at the farm, to beaming with
wonder inside a mobile planetarium.

Sweat the small stuff
Involved Parents and
Families
Allow opportunities
for synergy
Be Brave!

WOW for Leaders
Organisation, timetabling, budgeting and knowing what is
happening in school can often cause a leader headaches when
it comes to planning experiences. Although at first having all
experiences in one week sounds like these issues would be
compounded, the opposite is true. Everyone is informed in
advance-including parents - allowing for increased organisation,
reduced timetabling constraints, and a healthier budget through
gains such as bulk-bookings and more forthcoming parental
contributions.

WOW for Me
The impact of our WOW Weeks is seen in how our children talk
about their future. I’m sure most teachers will agree with me when
I say that there’s nothing better than hearing your children say,
‘I want to be an astronaut now’ after seeing the solar system in
a sports hall, or ‘how can I be a vet’ after watching the newborn
lambs at the farm. Elements is undoubtedly a very special
community to belong to. WOW Week is a celebration of who
we are as a school (and - I believe - as a trust): creative,
unique, innovative.
Next

Three Peaks Challenge
for the Baby Bank
By Ashley Lucas, Positive Regard Consultant,
Sevenhills & Phoenix Park

On 28th July 2019 a team combined from Phoenix Park Academy and Sevenhills
Academy took on the Yorkshire Three Peaks Challenge to raise money for a Grimsby
charity called The Baby Bank.
The charity provides baby and children’s clothing plus essential
food and equipment to families in need of support, many of which
have children that attend one of our schools.

This is going to be the first of many physical challenges
the Grimsby staff are going to tackle this academic year,
with the next challenge being a 10km Mud Run in May.
Watch this space!

Ten staff completed the challenge, tackling Whernside,
Ingleborough and Pen-y-ghent in the process and finishing in just
under 12 hours!

We raised a grand total £960.78 through
the individual fundraising by staff and a
student led coffee morning that was held
at the Phoenix site.
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Ten staff completed
the challenge, tackling
Whernside, Ingleborough
and Pen-y-ghent in the
process and finishing in
just under 12 hours!
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Springwell Anthology
Book Launch
By Emma Dodsworth, Vice Principal,
Springwell Leeds East

Springwell Leeds East site were
thrilled to host a very special book
launch on November 8th.
Parents and carers were invited to witness their
children being presented with a certificate of
achievement and a copy of a published school
anthology containing their work. Each story was
written independently during English lessons, or in
one of the workshops run by author Russ Litten
and coordinated through the First Story charity.
Students worked tirelessly to create a huge
backdrop depicting the ‘Many Roads to a Happy
Ending’, which is the title of the anthology but also
symbolises the journey many of our students have
travelled in life prior to the fantastic ‘ending’ of
success in school through their published writing.
The backdrop illustrated the 20 ‘roads’ of our
students’ lives and some of the obstacles they
have overcome.
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Snuggle up
with a Bookcase
By Nicola Booth, Year 2 Teacher, Bramley Park Academy

In Year 2, we wanted to send home books that parents could read to their child to help the
children to develop their own fluency in reading.
Also we wanted parents to engage in the importance of reading
to a child. We have used books age related to give parents a clear
idea of what their child should be reading for pleasure.

So after lots of research we came up
with the ‘snuggle up with a book suitcase’.
Which includes a book, reading buddy,
notebook, pen, hot chocolate and some
biscuits.
Before we sent these out I excitedly tweeted the suitcases and
the idea spread quickly throughout the school due to parents
commenting on what a fabulous idea it was. The cases have
now been going out on a weekly basis and the feedback from
the children and parents is amazing! The success of twitter has
launched this idea whole school which is fantastic.
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The children are really thriving and excited to take the books home,
and it also encourages the children to write about the books.
Mia commented on the recent book she took home named Flat
Stanley: ‘I love the first chapter of Flat Stanley because it’s funny
and he is flat. Mr Lambchop discovered he can role Stanley up
when they went out. Arthur wanted to be flat like Stanley, Stanley
was cross because he had to wear a doll costume instead of a
cowboy suit’.

Mia’s Mum said: ‘What an amazing idea
this is! Mia enjoyed cuddling up to the
monkey while we read (although she still
kept trying to read herself) I hope all the
adults and children enjoy this idea as much
as we did’.

The children are really
thriving and excited to
take the books home,
and it also encourages
the children to write
about the books.
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Light up the Woods
By Amanda McGarry, KS2 Phase Lead,
Joseph Norton Academy

Key Stage Two have been involved in a wonderful
community event where they have created beautiful
lanterns to be displayed in the local woods.
This is something that we have been lucky to be involved in for three years
since it started in Cliffe Woods, Clayton West. We join together with other local
schools and businesses to make the woods a magical place. Everybody pulls
together to create a special and bright atmosphere.

There are choir singers, fire dancers and dogs with
flashing neon collars. We have seen igloos created
out of milk bottles and a flying arrangement of
rainbow umbrellas.
The boys worked hard to create their own designs of woodland animals and
spooky themed glass and tin lanterns. They painted them with precision and
attached them to metal coat hangers and old bike wheels. We added flashing
rainbow lights and flickering tealights. These were then suspended from trees
with our shining Joseph Norton signpost. The boys were proud to see their
work displayed in an abstract and mystical place.
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The boys worked hard
to create their own
designs of woodland
animals and spooky
themed glass and tin
lanterns.
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Kindness Week at Springwell
By Diane Greaves, Interim Executive Principal, Greenacre & Springwell LC

Kindness is at the heart of everything we do and at Springwell it is always a fantastic
opportunity to show how much we care and how generous we are with our donations
and thoughts.
This year, the Student Council decided to
support a local charity for the homeless in
Barnsley called the BCDP.

Every class in school and in all Alternative Academies produced
their own box and on Thursday 14th November, Peter form BCDP
came into school to talk to the pupils about what the charity does,
how they support homeless people and how much our gifts and
boxes were going to help.

Our focus for the week was to donate items to create a gift box
for a homeless person and to write messages of support for the
person to read.

He was totally overwhelmed by our kindness and when pupils
read some of their messages of support he was truly moved.

Well done all classes at Springwell and
all Alternative Academies for your thoughts,
your messages, your empathy and your
generosity. Kindness Champions!
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Our focus for the week
was to donate items to
create a gift box for a
homeless person and
to write messages of
support for the person
to read.
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Wellspring Blog
#WellspringTalks

But….. getting my hands on a new phone, Apple watch,
ipad or a.n.other device is one of my guilty pleasures. This
isn’t because of the device itself, you understand, it’s the
packaging. Particularly when that packaging contains
anything from Apple.

By Sarah Horsbrough, Executive
Principal, Elements Primary School

The efficiency of the design never fails to fascinate me (I know
I should get out more!). From every tab, fold and indentation,
no part of the packaging has been left unthought about. When
developing these containers, Apple consider sustainability,
recycling, minimising waste and renewing resources. Now don’t
get me wrong, all these things are important and Apple even
have a whole Paper & Packaging Strategy around it but for me
the fascination is about the design.

Visit
www.wellspring
academytrust.co.uk/
news/category/
blog

“Am I bovvered?”
Lauren Alesha Masheka Tanesha
Felicia Jane Cooper.
It’s no great secret in our house that
I have a great love of two things.
Stationery, specifically notebooks
(most of which are so lovely I never
write in them) and new technology.
When I say new technology, I’m
not referring to the most up to date
software, the smallest device or the
smartest television. In fact updating
my phone and ipad is one of the
jobs I am ridiculously poor at and my
television is out of the ark.
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Apple have deliberately focussed on making their packaging
a sensory experience which is all part of connecting with
the customer. Dedicated design teams work to ensure the
whole experience of the packaging reflects and connects the
experience of the product it contains.
Apple take it seriously, really seriously. They also spend vast
amounts of money on getting it right. I’m glad they do. I love it.
Others less obsessed or easily pleased, however, might think
‘so what?’ It’s just a box. ‘Does it matter?’ The answer, I believe,
is yes.
As a school leader ‘Does it matter?’ is a response I’ve had put
to me more than once, at times I’ve been asked with the same
tone and intonation as Catherine Tate’s belligerent teenager
Lauren might ask, “Am I bovvered?” Almost certainly it rears its
head when expectations are raised and standards are being
driven up. It is the go to question of those deeply settled in their
comfort zone. Invariably, the answer in these instances is almost
always an unpopular…’yes’. I have never found that yes difficult
to give. Chiefly because whatever change has led to it has been
thought through and planned, so the answer to the following
‘why?’ is ready and waiting.
This past 18 months have proved to be a time when I have
had the ‘Does it matter?’ question asked most. The difference
this time is that it was me asking the question of myself.
A bit like Apple, I want our school to connect with the
community we are in. I want it to be more than ‘just a box’ for
learning. I reflected on my experience of the schools I’d led and
essentially wanted to redesign this ‘product’, discarding what
didn’t work and being as innovative as was allowed in order to
make Elements as efficient a ‘design’ as I could make it. Again,
like Apple, I needed to ensure no part of our school building,
environment and experience was left unthought about.

We were starting with a blank canvas and that has brought its
own challenge but if we were going to do something special I
was only getting this chance once!
Being appointed to the role of founding Principal of Elements
Primary School has truly been a great privilege. In the beginning
it seemed that this would be a piece of cake. Everything new.
Not too many children. A handful of staff. What’s not to love?
Then the decision-making around the building started. I found
myself with an ever growing list and what seemed like a million
people asking for my opinion. Every time I had to consider ‘Does
it matter?’ Is this something integral to what I wanted our school
to be?
Can we remove the Reception wall? What colour trim do you
want on the doors? Where do you want these plug sockets
installing exactly? We don’t have the exact match for the carpet
colour, is that ok? (Err...no!) Are these door closers OK? (Of
course door closers are a particular speciality of mine!) How
do you want the keys suiting? How will this part of school be
accessed through the day? (How will I know until I’m in it?)
To name but a few.
Being what Hywel Roberts calls ‘relentlessly bothered’ has
become my MO. Knowing when to hold on and fight for
something I believed we needed and when to let go has never
felt so crucial. Mostly because many of those decisions were
based on countless plans on many pieces of paper. Only in the
most recent months have I been able to start breathing some
sighs of relief as some of my decisions have started to become
reality. Already I know many of the battles fought were worth
fighting. Whether everything I let go was right, I don’t think I will
know for a good while yet.
What this process has reminded me is just how important the
question of ‘Does it matter?’ is. It is inextricably linked to our
‘Why?’ which is the absolute foundation of our vision. It shapes
our thinking. It allows for reflection and reworking. It applies
to every part of our work. Yes, this year has been about our
building but equally it has been about our ethos, our children,
our teaching and learning approach, our everything.
As a leader, how we design our packaging is immensely
important. It holds a product far smarter and more priceless
than anything Apple could ever produce.
“To create something exceptional your mindset must be
relentlessly focussed on the smallest detail.”
Giorgio Armani

